
VIKRAM CHINCHOLIKAR
Freelance Translator
Nagpur -440025, INDIA
(91)-8830-45-1272
vikramc@mail.com | Skype: vikram.c_7

LANGUAGES

Hindi (Native)
Marathi (Native)
English (Professional)

SKILLS

Translation / Editing / Proofreading / Subtitling / Captioning

EXPERIENCE

RWS Moravia - Certified Marathi Translator
2019 - PRESENT

● Engaged as a Certified Freelance Marathi Translator at RWS Moravia,
providing high-quality translation services like validation of online help,
user interface text, application, image, multipart, text, video, in cloud
services and computer software. Working on a range of projects to
accurately translate content while ensuring cultural sensitivity and
linguistic accuracy..

Amazon Europe Core SARL - Freelance Marathi Translator
2023 - PRESENT

● Translating content from English to Marathi. Ensuring linguistic
accuracy and cultural sensitivity to deliver high-quality translations

Straker Translations Limited - Freelance Hindi Translator
2021 - PRESENT

● Engaged as a Freelance Hindi Translator at Straker Translations
Limited, responsible for collaborating with clients to deliver high-quality
translations within specified deadlines and providing accurate and
culturally sensitive translations from English to Hindi like-

● ▪ Non-profit, education, public health, community and government
documents for international organizations like Auckland Council, Trane
Technologies Corp. USA, APM Group, Ministry of Justice...



● ▪ Translation of music videos like Cooped Up, Love me back, Cool for
the Summer, Numb Little Bug, Fingers Crossed, Gasoline Armani White
– Billie Eilish...

● ▪ Translation of documents, manuals, notices, disclosures, advertising
in their original format.

Independent Freelance Translator - Freelance Translator
2018 - PRESENT

● As a freelance translator, I work on various projects. I collaborate with
clients to understand their specific translation needs and deliver
high-quality translations within deadlines. Translate documents and
other materials, ensuring accuracy and cultural appropriateness. Utilize
the main translation CAT Tools in the market, as well as quality
assurance tools to ensure consistency in translations. Maintain client
confidentiality and adhere to professional standards and ethical
guidelines.

EDUCATION

MBA in Finance -

2011

RATES

TR: US$0.02/w,11/h

TP: US$1.00/m

AVAILABILITY

05:00 – 10:00 IST Time

20:00 – 00:00 IST Time

TOOLS

Crowdin CLI/POedit

Wordfast Classic/Anywhere

Subtitle Edit



SOCIAL PROFILES

* LinkedIn

* Skype

* Proz.com

* Translators Café

https://www.linkedin.com/in/vikram-chincholikar-4b168985/
https://join.skype.com/invite/m2zHUdo44wzY
http://www.proz.com/translator/2555945
https://www.translatorscafe.com/cafe/profile/?UN=vikchin1

